I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated public holiday because:

Retail assistants work SO hard at this time of year, when most are celebrating with an annual holiday, we are usually dropping from exhaustion by the time we get home.

Christmas Eve is the beginning of the celebrations, working hours & late shifts (to prepare for boxing day) have been slowly cutting into that time. Retail Staff should not be denied time with friends and family unless suitably compensated.

Employers need to be mindful of people's lives coming before business. I understand that is not practical for the majority of the year, but at least give something to the staff on special events. Happy Staff are good Staff!
Name

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

i want this time with family at christmas so we enjoy this time as a family too many times lost while i been busy with work all year .

regards

Email

Suburb

Signature
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Name
Keanan Benton

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

I don't want to have to go to work for one day in between two days off either side (this year). And more public holidays can never hurt.

Email
[Redacted]

Suburb
[Redacted]

Signature
[Redacted]
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Name
Alina Morogan

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:
I dont spend enough time with my family
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Name
Melissa Smith

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated public holiday because:
Because its xmas eve! We all have families/children that we should be able to spend this time with
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Name
Cathryn Mooney

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

It is a special time for families. I have special traditions every year because I am at work marking down stock for the boxing day sale. So Xmas day I'm exhausted after missing out on Xmas Eve.
We should finish and go home at 5pm.
Cathryn Mooney
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Name
Chantel Gibbs

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:
I'm taking time away from my family to be at work we should at least get some extra money so I can spend on them. Plus it would be a good incentive for others to want to work aswell.
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Name
Craig Lutton

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

I believe this is a special time that myself and many colleagues miss out on with our children.

Email
[Redacted]

Suburb
Gympie

Signature
[Handwritten signature]
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Name

Sally-Anne Stubbings

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Everyone deserves a break especially in retail at this time of the year

Email

[Redacted]

Suburb

[Redacted]

Signature

[Image of signature]

---
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I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

We shouldn't have to miss out on previous family time and making memories that will last a lifetime to be abused at work the day before Christmas.
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Name
Natalie Curr

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:
Its a special family time
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Name
Katrina Johnson

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Spending quality time with family members should be recognized or paid appropriately for working.
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Name

errol cunningham

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

To spend with their family and friends .and church service
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Name
Mindy Huynh

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Because stores are opened for conveniences of customers to do last minute shopping but that is taking away from those that work, when this time could/should be spent with loved ones. So making this a public holiday will help compensate for workers time spent away from celebrating with loved ones.
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Name
Noelene Fairweather
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Name

Patricia Palmer

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

We miss on a special time with our families when we have to work at this time. I work in online so they cancel my shift, which is not on because it is my contract, and tell me I have to either take leave or no pay. This is because there are no deliveries on a public holiday so I miss out in 2 days pay then and the management think that is all right. It saves on their wages bill but it greatly affects my earning ability as I have only this income.

Email

[Redacted]

Suburb

[Redacted]

Signature
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Name
Narelle Mentzer

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

This is a precious family time

Email
[Redacted]

Suburb
[Redacted]

Signature
[Redacted]
Name
Alison Kelk Alison Kelk

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

- time with family is precious. This is a family occasion and everyone is entitled to enjoy it together. We in retail work long hours throughout the year and employers only expect more to increase their bonuses. Let's not give them that choice.

Email
[

Suburb
[

Signature
[
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Name
kyleyKyll Clifford

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:
It would be nice to spend the evening with my family

Email
[redacted]

Suburb
[redacted]

Signature
[redacted]
Name

Suzie Keenan

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Trading hours are huge especially leading up to Christmas so if we can spend more time together as a family before Xmas that would be awesome.

Email

[Redacted]

Suburb

[Redacted]

Signature

[Redacted]
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Name
Maree Krainoff

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Everyone deserves to spend time with their family on Christmas Eve and Christmas Day, if it's good enough for the politicians to have this time off, and they are the ones making the decision if others are entitled to be paid compensation for sacrificing their family time, then this time should be compensated. Retail hours have been extended unnecessarily, so if you need to work you should be compensated. It will only truly be a 24 hour seven day a week society when I am able to go to the bank Sunday night, or renew my license in person on Christmas Eve, when that happens penalty rates may be cut.

Email
[Redacted]

Suburb
[Redacted]

Signature
[Redacted]
Name
Tania Mckinney

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:
We have to work every year it is a compulsory shift
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Suburb
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Name
Harley Bugg

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

I would prefer to spend this time either with family and loved ones, or being amply compensated for my labour as a fast food worker at a very busy and challenging time (as it's typically quite an understaffed, demanding time due to business influx)
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Name
Teresa Meurs

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

I want families to be able to be at home enjoying their time together, I want the roads to be safe, without long trading hour into the night on Christmas Eve, in the lead up to Christmas there are plenty of late nights available for consumers to be organised. Christmas no matter how you celebrate is a time to be away from a retail.
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Name

john hewitt

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

in the last 27 years i have missed most christmas eves while my children have grown up. it would be great to enjoy my grandchildren growing up. when i was growing xmas eve was the night in which our family celebrated most.

Email

[Redacted]

Suburb

[Redacted]

Signature

[Redacted]
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Name
Lynette Gormley

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Far too many of our traditional Christmas festivities have already been altered or abandoned due to cultural sensitivities. Let's keep our Christmas Eve traditional family time as sacred and encourage this time to be spent with family and loved ones. If you have to work during that time then you should be compensated accordingly.

Email
[Redacted]

Suburb
[Redacted]

Signature
[Redacted]
Name
Sharon McCabe

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

It is for family time and getting together and there is so much preparation time needed for xmas day we need xmas eve for this. I don't work late and nobody should work lates on xmas eve.
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Name
geraldine Lakin

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:
  Families deserve to spend this time with their families

Email
[Redacted]

Suburb
[Redacted]

Signature
[Redacted]
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Name

Katherine Ritchie

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

I want to spend every minute of the Christmas time with the family. I only take off Christmas for holidays and its a rush to get things done after working the eve.
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Name

Karan Burke

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

It is a time to prepare for Xmas with our families, not working for profit for greedy corporations, who only think of lining their pockets at the expense of the common worker. Family is what is important. Customers don’t always come before family.

Email

[Redacted]

Signature

[Redacted]

---
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Name
Michelle Waters

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

   Everyone deserves to spend quality time with family and friends and to get all the last minute things done. Retail is the only trade that does not close for a few days or a week like most businesses so why should we be discriminated against. Everyone is promoting family time and spending time with our families but no one gives it...we all deserve the break!!!
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Signature
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I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

It's a time for family, it's about time the government stop doing what they THINK is best for the people and start thinking about people and not money.
Name
susan hale

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

to spend time with family.
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Name
Kathleen Balibasaga

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Again thank-you for all the hard lobbying you guys do for us. Of course lets go for this as yes it is very important for all to be acknowledged for working these unsociable hours if rostered on please note during Christmas there is a block out period and you are shunned upon if you contemplate taking time off over the Christmas period.
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Name
Dora Fuentes

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated public holiday because:

- It gives time for family and friends to travel if need so, to be together on Christmas Day.
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Name
Jamine Foley

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated public holiday because:
It should be a family time
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Name
Jillian Sekhon

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Family reasons
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Name

Amanda Walter

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

It is an important family time for me

Email

Email is hidden

Suburb

Suburb is hidden

Signature

Signature is hidden
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Name

Robyn Gordon

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

People should be with their families at this time of year
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Name

Lauren Fleming

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Because we are sacrificing our Christmas Eve with our families and/or friends to serve the public.

Email

[Redacted]

Suburb

[Redacted]

Signature

[Redacted]
Name

Michelle Due

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Retail workers need time with their families too, and by making the day a public holiday it guarantees they will be home Christmas Eve with their families and it also gives a much needed boost to our pay on a horrendous busy day.
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Name
Annette Taylor

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:
We deserve to enjoy Christmas

Email
[

Suburb
[
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[
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Name

Jeff Edwards

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

I believe Christmas Eve should be spent with family and friends and not at work

Email

[Redacted]

Suburb

[Redacted]

Signature

[Redacted]
Name

Glenda Bowers

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

I spend time with my extended family, having Christmas Dinner with them.

Email


Suburb


Signature
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Name

Jennifer Akhurst

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

I have workded nearly every xmas eve and would be nice to have the choice if it is declared a public holiday

Email

[Redacted]

Suburb

[Redacted]

Signature

[Redacted]
Name
Shane O'Connor

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated public holiday because:
So everyone is able to spend Christmas with their family as everyone deserves to do so and enjoy the day.

Email
[redacted]

Suburb
[redacted]

Signature
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Name
Fiona Davidson

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

I am in full agreement that this is an important time for families to be together and having the chance to attend church and have quality time together at this important time of year.
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Signature
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Name

Gordana Ristic

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

As a visual merchandiser, I work past 6pm on Christmas Eve every year while my friends and family enjoy a relaxing and bonding evening in each others company. I work harder and longer at this time of year as it is... add to that the stress of trying to fit in present buying and food buying for the day. There is next to no time for food prep to contribute to the day and I can never dream of sharing the responsibility and work of hosting the day. Instead my family have to work around me and accommodate my schedule which leaves me feeling guilty and ashamed. I wake up feeling tired and groggy on Christmas Day from working hard and late and struggle to stay joyous and celebrate the day like I and my family wish I could. Consequently I never look forward to Christmas.

Email

[Redacted]

Suburb

[Redacted]

Signature

[Redacted]
Name

Ken Hughes

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

There too much emphasis on companies extending hours of work into times which should be dedicated to family time. More of this time should be dedicated to supporting family units in whichever form.

Email

[redacted]

Suburb

[redacted]

Signature

[redacted]
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Name

Stacey Rayner

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

So I can decide whether I want to volunteer my services or not depending on the day of the week Christmas eve falls on.
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Name
Pia lese

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

It's only fair that the workers bringing in a massive profit for business should be paid accordingly.
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Signature
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Name

Brian Delany

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

The whole Christmas period is busy for retail workers - both at work and at home. So this should be recognized by making sure workers are fairly compensated for their time on Christmas eve or they should be able to take that time to be with their families if they so choose.

Email

[Redacted]

Suburb

[Redacted]

Signature

[Redacted]
Name
Joanne Jones

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

We should be able to spend the evening with our families not the public leaving things to the last minute & getting ABUSED because everything is sold out!!!
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Suburb

Signature
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Name
Michelle Hodgson

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Because when you work the extended trading hour when are you supposed to find time to purchases and wrap your own gifts for your family and friends in my case my sons birthday falls on Christmas day so I also have to find time to organise that and I know that I'm not the only one.
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Signature
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Name
Debra Jarman

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Christmas is all about family, not how much money we can make. I find management seem to disappear early, so why all of us, we all have family waiting for us at home.
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Name
Karen Bayle

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

To spend time with family that I get to see only at this time of the year. Working Christmas Eve is exhausting and we cherish this time with our loved ones.

Email
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Signature
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Name
Susan Allinson

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

So families can enjoy Christmas together, go the midnight mass whatever-it is Christmas!

Email
[Redacted]

Suburb
[Redacted]

Signature
[Redacted]
Name

Julie Thompson

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Because we as people have family as well and need to spend time with our family just like everyone else. We will miss out on a lot of family time as our work places are open 7 days a week not like everyone else that works Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm.

Email

[Redacted]

Suburb

[Redacted]

Signature

[Redacted]
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Name
Kyle Watling

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated public holiday because:

  it should be spent with family and friends and be able to get last minute things done before Christmas day
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Name
Leah Hockings

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Customers already have plenty of hours to do their Christmas shopping.
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Signature

---
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Name

Naomi Herbert

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Kids are only little once. You need to cherish these times. The build up to Christmas is so special. Families are apart more and more these days. This needs to change.
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Name
Steven Welge

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

As a father of 5 this is valuable family time that I miss out on

Email
[blank]

Suburb
[blank]

Signature
[blank]
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Name
Katherine Gillart

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

I have worked for 40 years countless Christmas Eves, miss out on many family gathering because of work, their needs to be a fair penalty rate to work Christmas eve and an option not to work please, life is short family and friends are important.
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Name
Samara Knight

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated public holiday because:
My birthday is on christmas eve. I also work til midnight and by the time i get home my kids have done all the christmas eve things.

Email

Suburb

Signature
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Name:
Shelley McMahon

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:
Due to Coles being open on Christmas Eve, there will be team members who will miss out on family time, travel and festivities and will only have Christmas Day to relax and be with love ones before being back at work for Boxing Day.

Email
[Redacted]

Suburb
[Redacted]

Signature
[Redacted]
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Name

Sharnelle Sharma

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

It's important family time especially as a mum of younger kids I don't want to be at work I want to be home with them.

Email

[Redacted]

Suburb

[Redacted]

Signature

[Redacted]
Name

Darsey Harlen

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

We work hard all year and deserve to spend quality time with the families.

Email

[Redacted]

Suburb

[Redacted]

Signature

[Redacted]
Name

Claire Baker

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

If I'm rostered on, I have to work these late hours with no extra pay and when you have a family, I find it unfair.
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Signature
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Name
Shannon Bayton
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Name
Lachlan Johnston

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

It is time that we could have with our family, friends and partners but instead we choose to work. I believe that we should receive compensation for working Christmas Eve.
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Suburb

Signature
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I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:

Christmas Eve is the time for families to start preparing for Christmas Day, it’s an important time for young families getting presents ready for the next morning and spending time with their children building up the excitement of Santa coming tonight. Many Australian families with a European background or relatives celebrate Christmas on Christmas Eve so members of the family miss out if they have to work that day.
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Name
Coral Wilson

I want Christmas Eve to be a legislated a public holiday because:
  Retail workers deserve to spend this time with their families as do most other workers or be paid appropriately for working and / or have the option to opt out of working without fear of recrimination from employers
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